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Orientation to r3.0 (formerly known as ‘Reporting 3.0’)
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• Global Public Good: Operating under OnCommons (a non-profit gGmbH registered in 
Germany), Reporting 3.0 curates a multi-stakeholder community generating “open source” 
knowledge in a market-making, pre-competitive space to revitalize the global Commons.

• Positive Mavericks: Constructive engagers who transcend incrementalism to achieve  
necessary transformation.

• Scalable Ambition: Acting at the micro level to design next-generation reporting that triggers 
macro systems level change, spurring the emergence of a green, inclusive and open economy. 

• Blueprinting the Future: Expert Working Groups vet Blueprints on Reporting, Accounting, Data
& New Business Models that make transformative Recommendations. Phase Two launching.

• Piloting Next Generation Practices: Transformation Journey Program participants pilot 
recommended practices to prove feasibility & scale up change with Advocation Partner support.



Four (Plus One) Foundational Pillars (Blueprints)

3https://reporting3.org/projects/#reporting3

https://reporting3.org/projects/


A Change In Focus
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• We let go of the primary focus of ‚reporting‘
• We want to continue a path towards ‚necessary‘ transformation
• We recognise synergistic change needs on nano, micro, meso and macro level
• We see the need for more specific Blueprints within the existing Work Ecosystem
• In parallel, we continue to instigate and implement a Global Thresholds & Allocations Council 



Welcome…r3.0
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New focus
• on REDESIGN of a new economic system
• for RESILIENCE of social and ecological systems
• and REGENERATION beyond a baseline of social and

ecological sustainability thresholds, to thriveability



Change Is Hard – For Risk-Averse Humans

6#reporting3



TRANSFORMATION
JOURNEY

PROGRAM



Three Transformation Journey Programs – 2 Designs
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Amsterdam TJPBoston TJP Rotterdam TJP

Focused Transformation Journey Program focusing on
Sustainable Finance, preparing cases and materials that

serve a forthcoming Sustainable Finance Blueprint.

Rotterdam Transformation
‚Academy‘, broad multi-
constituency collaboration
Process.

#reporting3



BASECAMP



PLANNING THE
ROUTE 



THE CLIMB



THE MOUNTAIN TOP



BASECAMP



Things that happened just since the last conference in 2018
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Things that happened just since the last conference in 2018
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Things that happened just since the last conference in 2018
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Thomas Friedman – The Impossible is Necessary

18Source: Thomas Friedman, Thank You for Being Late, 2016, p311

In short, we have to face two fundamental 
facts about geopolitics today:

Fact #1: The necessary is impossible.
Fact #2: The impossible is necessary.

#reporting3

https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=search-alias=aps&field-keywords=Thomas+Friedman,+Thank+you+for+being+late+%E2%80%93+an+optimist%E2%80%99s+guide+to+thriving+in+an+age+of+accelerations,+2016


The Triple – E – Failure – Wicked Problems – A #Clusterfuck 
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Ecologic 
System 

Collapse

Education 
System Failure

Economic 
System 

Meltdown

• GDP flawed as single success indicator
• Fully transparent and informed markets
• Flawed Trickle-Down-Economics
• Self-serving financial markets
• Artificial Homo ‘Oeconomicus’
• Reduction to Invisible Hand
• Ignorance to external effects
• View as ‘leading discipline’
• Growth without alternative
• Not based on thermodynamics
• Not based on ethical norms
• Not ready for digital age
• Not intergenerational
• Mono-capital-based
• Throughput-based
• Unfit tax

regimes 

• Climate Denialism still very 
widespread

• Lack of intergenerational 
understanding

• Hothouse Earth on the 
horizon

• Predatory delay in action 
• Incrementalism in solutions
• Just curing of symptoms
• No systemic approach
• Political immaturity to act
• Cost/benefit ratios unclear
• Insufficient investment 

capacity 
• Lack of governance
• Regional egoisms
• Just technical approach, no 

spiritual/cultural approach 

• Silo’ed education
• High cost of education

• Success criteria in academic disciplines

• Vertical Illiteracy
• Research capacity

• No (Triple–E) cross-disciplinary research

Effects:
• Pessimism & Egoism

• Political bigotry & narcicism
• Racism & Inequality

• Wealth concentration 
at top 1%

• Isolation & Nationalism
• Social systems breakdown
• Tax evasion & Corruption
• Human & Labour Rights 

abuses
• Bullshit jobs

• Plastic Oceans
• Weather extremes

#reporting3



Are we able to confront the Triple-E-Failure?
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Transformation – IPCC Report 2018

“Limiting global warming to 1.5° Celsius 
would require rapid, far-reaching and 
unprecedented changes in all aspects of 
society.”  

http://report.ipcc.ch/sr15/pdf/sr15_faq.pdf
https://www.pik-potsdam.de/news/in-short/ipcc-1-5degc-sonderbericht-veroffentlicht

“a ‘whole systems’ approach would be 
needed for the type of transformations
that could limit warming to 1.5°C. This 
means that all relevant companies, 
industries and stakeholders would need 
to be involved...” 

#reporting3

http://report.ipcc.ch/sr15/pdf/sr15_faq.pdf
https://www.pik-potsdam.de/news/in-short/ipcc-1-5degc-sonderbericht-veroffentlicht


Honoring a Green, Inclusive & Open Economy
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A recommended 
‘web of principles’ 
as the basis of

• integral thinking and

• integral materiality 
(=> relevance)

PRINCIPLES
SUPPORTING DISCLOSURE

SERVING A GREEN, INCLUSIVE
AND OPEN ECONOMY

RELEVANCE
A symbiosis of sustainability

context and materiality

RECIPROCITY
Upward and downward information

flow serving micro, meso, and
macro level

CIRCULARITY
Guaranteeing ‘no loser in the value

cycle’; negative impacts
‘bounce back’

MUTUALITY
Every action leads to reaction;

collaboration trumps competition

HUMBLENESS
‘There are no passengers on 

spaceship Earth; we are all crew’

ADAPTABILITY
Take the journey together and

take consequences that old
practices don’t have a future

REDUNDANCY
New business models have to

ensure that ‘the old’ becomes obsolete
in order to ensure net positive or

gross positive impacts

MODULARITY
Resources are not losing values due

to intelligent circular concepts

CONNECTEDNESS
‘There is no sustainable business in

an unsustainable world’, making 
a contribution to the 

‘bigger whole’

@2017 Reporting 3.0 Platform



Six Desiderata shaping a Green, Inclusive & Open Economy
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PLANNING THE
ROUTE 



Source: Mark McElroy, Social Footprints, 2008

Sustainability Quotient: S = A
N

@Reporting 3.0 2018

Numeration

Denomination( )
*On the Carrying Capacities of Vital Capital Resources

Actual Impacts*

Normative Impacts*
Sustainability  =

The Sustainability Quotient

https://www.rug.nl/research/portal/files/13147569/DISSERTATION-2.pdf


The facts: 99.7% of Sustainability reporters ignore context
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ESG does not, by nature, carry a true 
sustainability gene. 

A company may rate very highly on an ESG 
score, but to say this company is an excellent 
sustainability performer is a very fundamentally 
different statement. 

ESG = Incrementalism; ESG ≠ Sustainability

Sustainability requires 
contextualization within thresholds. 
That’s what sustainability is all about. 
Yet to this day, contextualization 
rarely appears in sustainability 
Reports.

Allen White 
Reporting 3.0

Advocation Partner, 
Co-Founder of GRI



IIRC – the ‘octopus’ (?) – a picture that survived the odds
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Capitals – Thresholds – Allocations – ‘Systemic Value’
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“Ultimately value is to be interpreted by reference to 
thresholds and parameters established through 
stakeholder engagement and evidence about the 
carrying capacity and limits of resources on which 
stakeholders and companies rely for well-being and 
profit, as well as evidence about societal expectations.

Interconnections between corporate activity, society 
and the environment and the purpose of the 
corporation should therefore be understood in terms 
of what the corporation, society and the environment 
can tolerate and still survive – that will be the main 
determinant of value. The challenges will be to reach 
agreement at corporate, national and international 
level on what those thresholds and limits are, how the 
resources within those limits should be allocated, and 
what action is needed to keep activity within those 
limits so that value can continue to be created over 
time.

Source: IR background papers on capitals, materiality, business models, 2013 Source: IR background papers on value creation, 2013
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Thresholds & Allocations (aka Doughnuts & Pies)
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Thresholds: Planetary Boundaries & Social Foundations

Stockholm Resilience Centre, Planetary Boundaries Kate Raworth, Doughnut Economics

https://www.stockholmresilience.org/research/planetary-boundaries.html
https://www.kateraworth.com/doughnut/
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Allocations

Rylan Dobson & Alexis Morgan, “From Conflict to Context-Based Metrics,” REVOLVE #22: Liquidity, Winter 2016/17; 
Adapted from Mark McElroy & Jo van Engelen, Corporate Sustainability Management, Earthscan, 2012

https://issuu.com/revolve-magazine/docs/re22
https://books.google.com/books?id=0tjedjE4Hc8C&
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Global Thresholds & Allocations Council

Global Thresholds & Allocations Council (GTAC) fills the Sustainability Context Gap by: 
• Vetting and validating thresholds & norms for sustaining the carrying capacities of systems-level 

capital resources in the commons that are vital to stakeholder wellbeing, based on a comprehensive 
review of research in physical and social sciences and practice in the field.

• Vetting and validating allocation methodologies that apportion fair share responsibility for jointly 
preserving and enriching capital resources vital to stakeholder wellbeing.

• Disseminating consensus-based thresholds/norms/allocations with “off-the-shelf” ease-of-use in mind to 
facilitate global mainstreaming of such practices.

Kickoff Meeting  | 31 January 2018
Dutch Federation of Accountants, Amsterdam



Macro

Meso

34

Micro

Nano

@Reporting 3.0, 2018

Four Scales
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Reporting 3.0 Strategy Continuum
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NEW ECONOMY

Economic system design transformation

The r3.0 Strategy Continuum visualizes progress:

• On the horizontal axis, from incremental to 
transformative strategies, with (context-based) 
sustainability as the midline; and 

• On the vertical axis, from current economic 
system design to the emergence of a new 
economy, with transformation scaling up from the 
micro (company) level through the meso (sector / 
portfolio / habitat) level to the macro (economic 
system) level.



The r3.0 Strategy Continuum as a Mapping Tool
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The Reporting 3.0 Strategy 
Continuum serves as a tool to 
position an organization or parts of 
an organization to be able to 
understand, implement and 
continuously improve becoming 
regenerative and thriving 
businesses.



How to read the Strategy Continuum?
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On the horizontal axis:
• BAU: No evidence of sustainability assessment / progress
• Improving: Evidence of incremental progress, 

uncontextualized vis-à-vis sustainability thresholds
• Sustaining: Evidence of performance improvement vis-à-

vis carrying capacities of capitals / sustainability thresholds
• Sustainable (mid-line): Performance meets break-even 

point – no worse than the sustainability threshold 
• Regenerating: Evidence of (context-based) net-positive 

sustainability performance (regenerative impacts on 
capitals) 

• Thriving: Evidence of gross-positive sustainability 
performance (no negative impacts on capitals needing to 
be netted out) 

On the vertical axis:
• Micro Level: Evidence of progress at the company level 
• Meso Level: Evidence of company-level progress 

catalyzing industry / portfolio / habitat level transformation
• Macro Level: Evidence of company- / industry- / portfolio- / 

habitat-level progress that catalyzes economic / ecological 
/ social systems level transformation 



Example FSLCI
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“My sense of urgency and necessity to act on all levels towards change has been sharpened during
the Reporting 3.0 Transformation Journey Program. At the same time, the confidence in cooperation
and community action has been strengthened through the experience within the program’s ‘rope team’.
The takeaways in terms of instruments are the rediscovery of back-casting in close linkage to the
Reporting 3.0 Strategy Continuum and to the Integrated Materiality Process.”

Martina Prox, Board Chair, FSLCI



Example FSLCI
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Example SALUT
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Example SALUT
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Example SCALE OF SIGNIFICANCE
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Example SCALE OF SIGNIFICANCE
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Example SCALE OF SIGNIFICANCE
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The Integral Materiality Process – a 360 degrees management tool
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The Integral Materiality Process is 
embedded in a plan-do-check-act 
approach based on Reporting 3.0’s 
relevance principle, also cultivating 
the idea of ‘rightsholders’, 
‘thresholds & allocations’ and 
‘multicapitalism’. The IPM is a tool to 
organize transition planning, e.g. 
towards  <2 degree strategies.



Example CABOT CREAMERY 
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Example CABOT CREAMERY 
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THE JOURNEY
THE CLIMB



Effects of a rightsholdership approach to achieve wellbeing
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Recognized Comprehensive Accounting Principles (RCAP)



A New Era of Integrated Accounting…



Data – From the ‘Daly Triangle’ to the ‘Daly Hourglass’
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Data Blueprint Process Flowchart
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UNRISD/r3.0 Project

http://www.unrisd.org/unrisd/website/projects.nsf/(httpProjects)/B2A0A8A40BE9308CC12583350053ACDF?OpenDocument

Three-tiered “Pyramid” of  Sustainable Development Performance Indicators 

• Tier One: Incrementalist Numeration 
comprises “numerator” indicators focused on actual impacts. Numerator indicators include 
absolute indicators, as well as “relative” or “intensity” indicators that are non-normative in 
nature. 

• Tier Two: Contextualized Denomination
comprises “denominator” indicators, which contextualize actual impacts against normative 
impacts. Denominator indicators are also known as “Context-Based” indicators, which take 
into account sustainability thresholds in ecological, social, and economic systems, as well as 
allocations of those thresholds to organizations and other entities. 

• Tier Three: Activating Transformation
comprises “transformative” indicators, adding the element of implementation policy to 
normative “denominator” indicators to instantiate change within complex adaptive systems.

http://www.unrisd.org/unrisd/website/projects.nsf/(httpProjects)/B2A0A8A40BE9308CC12583350053ACDF?OpenDocument


From Nano ‘Career Risk’ to Supra ‘Existential Risk’

55https://www.breakthroughonline.org.au/whatliesbeneath

https://www.breakthroughonline.org.au/whatliesbeneath


Governance: King IV 

56https://www.iodsa.co.za/page/KingIV

Objectives (Select)

• Promote corporate governance as integral to running an 
organisation and delivering governance outcomes such as an 
ethical culture, good performance, effective control and 
legitimacy;

• Present corporate governance as concerned with not only 
structure and process, but also with an ethical consciousness 
and conduct.

Ethical leadership is exemplified by integrity, competence, 
responsibility, accountability, fairness and transparency. It 
involves the anticipation and prevention, or otherwise 
amelioration, of the negative consequences of the organisation’s
activities and outputs on the economy, society and
the environment and the capitals that it uses and affects

https://www.iodsa.co.za/page/KingIV


Leadership: Conscious Leadership
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The new impetus in reporting
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The new impetus for 
integral thinking and 
integral materiality 
means disclosure on 
purpose, success and 
scalability, essentially 
needed for future-ready 
disclosure.



Disclosure related to a ‘purpose’ perspective - Examples
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Contextualization:
• What is our ‘World View’? 
• Where are we on the continuum?
• Do we cure symptoms or are we 

having impact by tackling root 
causes?

Leadership Attitude:
• Do we have a socio-cultural 

leadership gap? And a 
transformation gap?

• What role do hierarchy and functions 
play for our ‘thriving’ organization?

• In how far does leadership address 
the economic system 
malfunctioning?

Ambition Level:
• How do we address growth and 

differentiate sustainable from 
unsustainable growth?

• Are all employees involved?



Disclosure related to a ‘multi-capital’ success perspective - examples
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Measurement:
• Is there an inventory of impacts/ stress test 

regarding the capitals?
• Are external effects properly addressed and 

assessed from a capitals perspective?
• Does the company collect data on all three 

gaps (sustainability/transformation/leader-
ship gap) and around context and multiple 
capitals?

Target-setting:
• Are ‘science-based-goals’ assessed and context 

used for connecting to ‘social floors’ und 
‘environmental ceilings’

• How are long-term targets defined and then 
used to backcast mid- and short-term targets?

Incentives:
• Does the organization incentivize sustainable 

performance? How does it punish non-
sustainable performance?   



A multi-capital success ‘litmus test’ – Crown Estate
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• The Accounting litmus test question: 
‘Have we built financial capital on 
the back of any other capital?’

• Companies on the continuum from 
sustainable to net positive to gross 
positive will need a proper proof

• The IIRC differentiates between 
input capitals and outcomes on 
output capitals (6 capitals)

• The Crown Estate looks at 6 capitals, 
as well as internal and external 
‘depreciation’ and ‘appreciation’ of 
each individual capital

• Monetization, interrelation between 
capitals and accumulation in a p/l 
and balance sheet difficult

• Need for CONVENTIONS 
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Disclosure related to ‘scalability’ perspective - examples
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Education:
• Are ‘World View’, ambition level and the related 

(ONE) strategy addressed to  all employees 
through education and training?

• Are there joint educational programs developed 
for the whole value cycle?

Collaboration:
• In how far is the company engaged beyond its 

associations and interest lobbying? 
• Do employees have time for societal 

engagement to help find long-term solutions?
Advocation: 
• Is leadership actively engaged in the promotion 

of a green & inclusive economy and the 
necessary changes in boundary setting, e.g. 
internalization of external costs, changes 
towards a more sustainable tax system, creating 
of level playing fields in international relations?



THE JOURNEY
MOUNTAIN TOP



From Current BM Design to ‘Integral Business Models’
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General Characteristics of Integral Business Models
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New Business Model Flowchart
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• Incorporates/
applies know-
how of other
Blueprints

• Focuses on 
the design
of ‘integral’
business models

• Enables
scalability and
‘thriveability’

• Supports
Transformation 
Journey Program



Reflections from Transformation Journey Program
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• Backcasting Instead of Forecasting

• Career Risk Linked to Systemic Risk & Existential Risk

• From Stakeholders to Rightsholders

• Scalability from Meso to Micro and Micro to Meso

• Opportunity Costs of Incrementalism 

• Reporting 3.0 Strategy Continuum: Positioning & Pathways

• Integral Materiality Process: Nano, Micro, Meso & Macro

• Necessary Systems Level Change



What‘s continuing and happen next at r3.0?
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• Sustainable Finance Blueprint (https://reporting3.org/sustainablefinance-blueprint/) 

• Value Cycle Blueprint (https://reporting3.org/valuecycle-bp/) 

• Governments/Multilaterals/Foundations Blueprint (https://reporting3.org/gmf-bp/) 

• Transformation Journey Programs (https://reporting3.org/transformationjourneyprogram2/) 

• Global Thresholds & Allocations Council (https://reporting3.org/gtac/) 

• Pipeline:
• Education 3.0 TJP and Blueprint
• IIRC-r3.0 Project ‚from Monocapitalism to Multicapitalism‘
• Continuation UNRISD – r3.0 Project on ‚Transformational Indicators‘

• Ongoing: 
• Advocation Partnership (https://reporting3.org/advocation-partners/) 
• Academic Alliance (https://reporting3.org/academic-alliance-partners/) 

https://reporting3.org/sustainablefinance-blueprint/
https://reporting3.org/valuecycle-bp/
https://reporting3.org/gmf-bp/
https://reporting3.org/transformationjourneyprogram2/
https://reporting3.org/gtac/
https://reporting3.org/advocation-partners/
https://reporting3.org/academic-alliance-partners/


WHEN WILL YOU GO ON
YOUR JOURNEY?
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Transformation Journey Program Testimonials

“The Transformation Journey Program has helped me grasp the context of what is needed for systems
change and ultimate thriveability. Moving towards thriveability requires sound tools so that
organisations can map where they are, and the journey they need to take to get there. The TJP equips
the team with the tools and helps lay out the route.”

Lauren Muusse
Senior Sustainability Advisor, ING
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Transformation Journey Program Testimonials

“Attending the Transformation Journey Program equipped me with the insights and tools necessary to
go beyond ESG Integration and focus on the leverage we investors can exert to achieve sustainability
in our ecological and social systems that creates the necessary foundation for economic prosperity
and system value creation. I have met many thought leaders throughout the Transformation Journey
Program. They offered provocative insights and solutions to the way we conduct business.”

Hideki Suzuki
Director, ESG Research & Integration, Manulife Asset Management
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Transformation Journey Program Testimonials

“The Reporting3.0 Transformation journey reminded me of my purpose and helped me define it more
clearly. With its multi-capital, context-based approach, the TJP provides a North Star to understand
what is necessary instead of what of possible, helping me focus to have the highest possible impact.”

Mark Didden
Manager Sustainability Reporting and Continuous Improvement 
Akzo Nobel
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Transformation Journey Program Testimonials

“The TJP is a 4-stage personal and collective leadership journey going well beyond ‘sustainability'. It
does a good job in generating transformative change and facilitating shifts in inner conditions. Based
on r3.0’s innovative concepts, I developed my ability to lead and strengthen multi-level projects and
networks. I gained tools and skills to transform my organisation, and to increase “regeneration” within
thresholds. This 21C journey also strengthened my capacity to help transform society and to create the
systemic changes I wish to see.”

Henk Hadders
Impact in Context
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Transformation Journey Program Testimonials

“Reporting 3.0 is the only global corporate sustainability organization I am aware of that merges realism
and audacity to trigger the massive transformations that are now necessary. The ‘future we want’
(agreed at Rio+20) is still possible, but the small incremental steps companies and societies have been
taking will not get us there, while time is rapidly running out. If we all support implementing Reporting
3.0's recommendations globally, our chances of success at sustainability and beyond vastly increase.”

Shanti Gaia
MetaIntegral
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Transformation Journey Program Testimonials

“Reporting 3.0’s Transformation Journey is a great platform that allows sustainability practitioners from
a diverse array of organizations to map out the systemic effects and potential of their work. Coming
from a background in broader climate finance, the Transformation Journey allowed me to
conceptualize how sustainability policies are adopted within corporations and NGOs and how these
impact climate finance markets and larger attempts to produce a climate resilient society.”

Aneil Tripathy
Climate Bonds Initiative


